
 

Why We ? 

King Dawit Tours Ethiopia 

-We have the experience and the specialization needed to 

perfectly gather, carefully study and select budget products & 

resources that makes our tours to be one stop solution for a 

purely budget tour without compromising any experiences 

that a successful tour can provide you. 

-Our multi lingual guides, who speak fluent English, Italian, 

German, French, Spanish and many, are highly appreciated 

for their professionalism and warm nature, as well as for their 

skills in helping visitors to enter into the traditional and 

cultural atmosphere of their fascinating country . 

Who we are ? 

Our mission is to provide safe, fun, and unforgettable experiences 

through a professional customer service that creates long lasting 

Our Mission 
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Sister  Business Entities 

King Dawit Tours Ethiopia is a pioneer tour , travel agent and 
guide rendering a high standard travel services in the beautiful, 
historic, multi-cultural, naturally gifted and lush Ethiopia since 
2009 G.C. 
 

We invite everyone to be our guest to discover the extra ordinary, 
the country attractions can offer with our highly qualified, kind and 
supportive tour experts. 
 

Owned and managed by experienced tourism professional Mr. 
Dawit Solomon (Bachelor Degree in Tourism Management and 
Tour operation), professionally licensed Tour guide & long years 
of experience in various Ethiopian tour companies in various 
managerial and operational positions. 
 

We are more than ready to receive any of your requests to handle, 
suggest and provide you various optional tour packages, which can 
suites your budget, leisure time and interest.  

Our multi-lingual tour specialists and guides will insure your travel 
time with us more memorable, to let your memory be your travel 
bag!! 
 

Safety and comfort of our customers is the prior target at King 
Dawit Tours Ethiopia. This helps us to complete every safari with 
almost no compliant from any of our guest. we tried to investigate 
by  using the present day technologies to find any mishandling 
information’s posted on line but not at all ….WE PROUD!! 
 

Our culinary chef, to suit every pallet and create comfort during 
camping trips, can provide delicious dishes from the local or 
international menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

We also provide arrangement of various brand, well conditioned, 
AC functioning, suited with comfortable seats and seat belt 
equipped field vehicles with a well trained drivers + guides with a 
very competitive rental price.  
 

For groups we have also various model mini-vans and luxury 
tourist buses available with economical rental as well as package 
prices with flexible payment conditions.  

Our highly standard, customized and tailor-made holiday packages 
provide sufficient options for any travel need to Ethiopia. 

 

“Let Your Memory Be Your Travel Bag !” 
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SOME OF OUR TOUR 

PACKAGES 

ETHIOPIA 

Ethiopia … a land of extra ordinary ! 

Ethiopia also presents one of the most stunning natural 
environments in Africa. Because of the size of the 
country, and the great variety of its landscapes and 
climate, Ethiopia represents all that Africa has to offer. 
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Ethiopia, formerly called Abyssinia, is a land rich in 
culture and tradition. Extensive historic sites, wonders 
and splendors, stunning landscapes and fascinating 
attractions will surprise any visitor. It is a unique 
country that has much to offer to please any taste: 
history, culture, wildlife, nature and so on. It is a land of 
great antiquity, with a culture and traditions stretching 
back more than 3,000 Years.  

TOUR TO THE NORTH—HISTORIC ROUTE  

  (Bahir dar, Gondar, Simien Mountain, Axum and Lalibela) 

EXCURSION TOUR TO DANAKIL DEPRESSION 

TOUR TO THE SOUTH - CULTURAL  ROUTE  

SIMIEN MOUNTIAN TREKKING TOUR 

(Arba Minch, Konso, Jinka, Turmi, Yabello, Yirgalem , Awassa) 

TOUR TO THE EASTERN ROUTE  

ETHIOPIA BIRDING TOURS  

EXCURSION TOUR TO DANAKIL DEPRESSION 

VARIETY OF SERVICES 

 Historical Tours 

 Cultural Tours 

 Adventure Tour 

 Nature Tours 

 Birding  Tours  

 Trekking Tours  

 Leisure Beach Tour 

 Study Tours 

 Honeymoon Tour 

 Festival Tours  

 Photographing Tours 

 City Excursions  

  Special Interest Tours. 

 Hotel Reservations 

 Air lines Ticketing  

More over this we provide a vehicle rental and shuttle service 
with competitive price.   

Our Vehicles (COMBINE SAFETY AND COMFORT ) 

    Ethiopian Endemic Wild Life Tour  

Travel to Ethiopia and Be  7 Years Younger !! 


